[Unitary strategy of cancerous cells: hydrocarbon metabolism (1)].
A systematic outlook of metabolism regarding the strategy followed by cancer cells is necessary in order to understand the thermodynamic advantages of these cells and the difficulty found in the treatment of certain malignant diseases. These features show that the present-day vision, the biochemical-analytical-fragmentary-reductionistic approach, is not and it is not likely that it will never be sufficient. Thus, a new paradigm of a different dimension but a the same time complementary to the previous and actual one seems necessary. Therefore, a higher and more comprehensive and outreaching vision, transbiochemical and metaenzymatic, one ecologically and macro and microenvironmentally oriented and finally synthetic and unitive one, appears mandatory. The dynamics of the hydrogen ion as applied to biological processes seems to be able to offer the opportunity to arrive to such kind of unifyng comprehension through and integrated perceptive model at multiple levels of biological, biomedical and biophysical understanding.